
 ASHBOROUGH BALL FIELD RESERVATIONS AND USAGE RULES 

The following rules and guidelines exist for reserving and using the Ashborough Ball Field.  Prior to 

usage, you are also encouraged to review the Ashborough Covenants and Restrictions, more 

specifically Article IX, Section 4 regarding “Sports Field” use.  This document can be found at : 

www.ashborough.org under “Information”, “Forms”, “Covenants and Restrictions”. 

1. Only Ashborough Class A, B & C members in good standing that are properly designated as

Coaches of a team or have a dependent on a team may reserve the ball field. 

2. Each team must provide to the Ball Field Reservation Coordinator an up-to-date copy of the

liability insurance from the league to which the team is associated. 

3. Reservations are made via the Ball Field Reservation Coordinator on a first call basis.

4. No team may reserve the ball field for two nights of use until all leagues have started practice and

sufficient time given for everyone to have a chance to call. 

5. Reservations for teams desiring a Saturday practice are normally only scheduled for Saturday

morning.  If an Ashborough resident is planning a party,  has reserved the Civic Building or Picnic 

Shelter, requests the ball field for the day, and a conflict exists with a requested practice, the Ball 

Field Reservation Coordinator will resolve the conflict. 

6. The ball field may be reserved for all sports (baseball, softball, soccer, flag football, etc.) and

Ashborough resident parties.  The Ball Field Reservation Coordinator maintains a year-round 

schedule. 

7. All Coaches and Ashborough residents desiring the ball field for a particular sport or program

must provide all of their own equipment for that sport (bases, soccer goals, etc.).  Neither the Ball 

Field Reservation Coordinator nor the Ashborough Civic Association maintains sports equipment 

for check-out or rental. 

8. Coaches must ensure vehicles for team members/parents park in designated areas only.  Parking

on the field is not permitted without approval from the Board of Directors.  Parking on the grass 

adjacent to the road also is not permitted.  Residential street access must not be blocked. 

9. The Ball Field Reservations Coordinator routinely checks the field for ant hills and requests

that any organization or Ashborough resident who discovers ant hill problems on the field report the 

same so that measures may be taken to remove them. 

For more information, please call 843-771-3822 and leave a message or email: info@ashborough.org 

and the Ball Field Reservations Coordinator will get back to you. 
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